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Abstract- Application-specific, parameterized local
search algorithms (PLSAs), in which optimization accuracy can be traded-off with run-time, arise naturally
in many optimization contexts. We introduce a novel
approach, called simulated heating, for systematically
integrating parameterized local search into global search
algorithms (GSAs) in general and evolutionary algorithms in particular. Using the framework of simulated
heating, we investigate both static and dynamic strategies
for systematically managing the trade-off between PLSA
accuracy and optimization effort. We show quantitatively
that careful management of this trade-off is necessary to
achieve the full potential of a GSA/PLSA combination.
Furthermore, we provide preliminary results which
demonstrate the effectiveness of our simulated heating
techniques in the context of code optimization for embedded software implementation, a practical problem that
involves vast and complex search spaces.

1 Motivation
For many useful optimization problems, including a significant proportion of those arising in electronic design automation, efficient algorithms exist for refining arbitrary points in
the search space into better solutions. Such algorithms are
called local search algorithms because they define neighborhoods, typically based on initial “coarse” solutions, in which
to search for optima. Many of these algorithms are parameterizable in nature. Based on the values of one or more algorithm parameters, such a parameterized local search algorithm (PLSA) can trade-off time/space complexity for optimization accuracy (quality of the optimized result).
Local search techniques can often be incorporated naturally into global search algorithms (GSAs) in order to increase the effectiveness of optimization. This has the potential to exploit the complementary advantages of GSAs like
evolutionary algorithms (generality, robustness, global search
efficiency), and problem-specific PLSAs (rapid convergence
toward local minima). For instance, in the field of evolutionary computation hybridization seems to be common for
real-world applications [GV99] and a lot of evolutionary algorithm/local search method combinations can be found in
the literature, e.g., [Dav91, IM96, RDSW99, MF99, ZTB99].
When employing PLSAs, however, the question is how to
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use the computational resources most efficiently, i.e., either
one is interested in finding a solution of sufficient quality in
minimum time or the goal is to generate a maximum quality
solution within a specified time [GV99]. Here, we consider
the later case. Given a fixed optimization time budget, which
is a realistic assumption in practical optimization applications, what proportion of time should be allocated for local
search with the PLSA at each optimization step? More time
alloted to each PLSA invocation implies more thorough local
optimization at the expense of a smaller number of achievable
function evaluations (e.g., smaller numbers of generations explored with evolutionary methods), and vice-versa. Arbitrary
management of this trade-off between accuracy and run-time
of the PLSA is likely to produce highly suboptimal results.
Furthermore, the proportion of time that should be allocated
to each call of the local search procedure is likely to be highly
problem-specific and even instance-specific. Thus, dynamic
adaptive approaches may be more desirable than static approaches.
In this paper, we introduce a novel technique, called simulated heating, that systematically incorporates parameterized
local search into the framework of global search. The idea is
to increase the time alloted to each PLSA invocation during
the optimization process (low accuracy of the PLSA at the
beginning and high accuracy at the end). In contrast to other
studies which investigated the behavior of GSA/PLSA hybrids [Whi95, GV99], the focus is here on the PLSA and the
corresponding accuracy/run-time trade-offs to be made rather
than on the question of how to optimally share the available
computational resources among GSA and PLSA. That is the
time consumed by the GSA is not taken into account, the
maximum time budget only limits the time resources provided for the PLSA; as soon as this budget is used up the
optimization process is stopped. Within the context of simulated heating optimization, we consider both static and dynamic strategies for systematically increasing the PLSA accuracy and the corresponding optimization effort. Our goals
are to show that careful management of this trade-off is necessary to achieve the full potential of a GSA/PLSA combination, and to develop an efficient strategy for achieving this
trade-off management. We demonstrate our techniques in the
context of code optimization for embedded software implementation, where an evolutionary algorithm is used as GSA.
This is a critical optimization problem in electronic design

automation, and one that involves vast and complex search
spaces.
The organization of the paper is as follows. First,
we develop the motivation for careful management of the
accuracy/run-time trade-offs that underlie PLSA techniques.
We then develop a general framework for combining global
search techniques with PLSAs in a systematic fashion. Subsequently, we introduce the principles of simulated heating,
and develop first static, and then dynamic heating schemes
to apply within the broad, flexible framework offered by
our simulated heating concept. Subsequently, we examine a
highly-relevant and complex optimization problem, called the
MCMP, from the domain of embedded software optimization;
we define how a PLSA emerges naturally from within this
optimization context; and based on this PLSA, we develop a
specific simulated heating formulation to attack the MCMP.
Finally, we discuss our experimental methodology, present
an enlightening set of experimental results, and summarize
with our conclusions and observations on future research directions.

2 Optimization Scenario
Suppose that we have a GSA operating on a set of solution
candidates and a PLSA  , where  is the parameter of the
local search procedure.1 Let

  denote the complexity (worst-case run-time) of 
for the parameter choice ,
  be the accuracy (effectiveness) of  with regard
to , and
 denote the set of permissible values for parameter . Typically,  may be described by an interval
           Ê where Ê denotes the set of reals.
Generally, it is very difficult if not impossible to analytically determine the functions   and  , but these functions are useful conceptual tools in discussing the problem of
designing cooperating GSA/PLSA combinations. Our proposed techniques do not require these functions to be known.
The only assumption we make here is that   and  
are monotonically non-decreasing regarding . As a consequence, there is a trade-off: when   is low, refinement
is generally not too much, but not much time is consumed
(  is also low). Conversely higher   requires higher
computational cost  .
The following / hybrid is taken as the basis for the optimization scenario considered in this paper:
Input:
Output:



(size of the solution candidate set)
(maximum time budget)
(best solution found)

1 For simplicity it is assumed here that
parameters.

is a scalar rather than a vector of

Step 1: Initialization: Create an initial multi-set containing randomly generated solution candidates.
  (time used) and   (iterations perSet
formed).
Step 2: Parameter adaptation: Choose  
to a given scheme  :    .

 according

Step 3: Local search: Apply  with parameter  to each
 and assign it a quality (fitness)  . Set


  .

  then go to Step 6.
Global search: Based on and  , generate a new

Step 4: Termination: If
Step 5:

set ¼ of solution candidates using . Set 
and increase the iteration counter . Go to Step 2.

¼

Step 6: Output: Apply  with parameter   to the best
solution in regarding  ; the resulting solution
is the outcome of the algorithm.
The GSA operates on a set of
solution candidates (
may be equal to one for, e.g., simulated annealing or greater
than one for, e.g., an evolutionary algorithm); per optimization step, it creates a new set of solution candidates depending
on the previous solution set and the quality function associated with it. The PLSA  is used to refine and/or to evaluate
the solution candidates generated by ; its parameter  is
adapted in each iteration according to a predefined scheme.
Furthermore, a fixed time limit determines how many iterations of the main loop of the hybrid may be performed. As
we are mainly interested here in trading-off accuracy and runtime of , only the optimization time needed by  is taken
into account when calculating the remaining time budget. At
the end, when the given time limit is exceeded,  is applied
to the best solution in using maximum accuracy    .
In the following, we discuss different adaptation schemes
 how to systematically vary  during the optimization run
in order to use the given time resources most efficiently. The
underlying approach is called simulated heating.

3 Simulated Heating
3.1 Basic Principles
The idea of simulated heating can be summarized as follows:
Instead of keeping  constant for the entire optimization process, we start with a low value (leading to low   and  )
and increase it at certain points in time (which in turn increases   and  ). What is the benefit of doing so?
If  is fixed, each iteration of the overall optimization procedure requires approximately the same amount of time. This is
depicted in Figure 1 by the dashed line. In contrast, with simulated heating the time resources used per iteration are lower
at the beginning and higher at the end (cf. the dotted line in
Figure 1). That is, in the first half of the time a greater number
of iterations is performed than in the second half with regard
to a single run.

time spent
by PLSA
P variable

P constant

iterations

Figure 1: Comparison of two basic principles: fixed  versus variable . When using a fixed , the time consumed by
the PLSA per iteration is constant. In contrast, variations of
 may lead to a non-constant function regarding the time resources needed per distinct iteration.
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Figure 2: Illustration of two different heating schemes investigated in the context of this paper: FIP (fixed number of iterations per parameter) and FTP (fixed time per parameter).
In other words, the goal is to focus on the global search
at the beginning and to find promising regions first; for this
phase,  runs with low accuracy, which in turn allows an
greater number of optimization steps of . Afterwards, more
time is spent by  in order to improve the solutions found so
far and/or to assess them more accurately. As a consequence,
fewer global search operations are possible during this phase
of optimization. Since   is systematically increased in
the course of time, we use the term simulated heating for this
approach by analogy to simulated annealing where a ‘temperature’ is continuously decreased according to a given cooling
scheme.
Definition 1 [Heating scheme] Let      with 
defined by the set of reals in the interval          be
a function which specifies the PLSA parameter    
to be used during local search at iteration of the general
GSA/PLSA hybrid.  is called heating scheme, if for all
     with    and     ,     :
        .
Figure 2 shows two different heating schemes. Both schemes
have in common that the number and values of parameters
considered over time between   and 
 is the
same, and that the value of  is increased by a constant each
time the PLSA parameter is adapted.
In realizing simulated heating, there are two fundamen-

Æ

Æ

tal ways of implementing a heating scheme  : by static or
dynamic adaptation mechanisms. In the first case, it is assumed that the heating scheme is fixed per optimization run.
Thus, it may be computed at compile-time or directly before
the actual optimization (Step 1 of the general hybrid). In the
latter case, the heating scheme evolves during run-time, i.e.,
is computed during the optimization run. Hence, it may vary
for different runs.
Another orthogonal classification that will be investigated
in the following is whether i) an equal number of iterations
is performed for each parameter investigated in the parameter
interval ¼   or ii) constant optimization time is spent for
each parameter considered. We call the first class of schemes
FIP (fixed number of iterations per parameter) and the second class FTP (fixed time per parameter). With FTP, the optimization time is spread equally for each parameter. As a
consequence, the number of iterations that may be performed
for each fixed parameter decreases for higher values of , see
also Figure 2.
All four algorithmic variants of simulated heating (static
vs. dynamic and FIP vs. FTP) will be compared in Section 5
using an application from the domain of embedded software
optimization. However, in general there are too many different heating schemes that may be analyzed. For the following experiments, we restricted ourselves to heating schemes
that, given a parameter interval ¼  , and a number 
of different parameters, select the parameter uniformly from
over ¼ as follows: Let ¼ be the set of reals in the interval ¼       ¼  . Then,   ¼  ,   ¼   ,   ,
       ¼ . Hence, the step size  for
increasing the parameter may be statically approximated as2

      
¼

¼



3.2 Static Heating Schemes
First, we consider static heating schemes. With the uniform
distribution of parameters as presented above, it remains to
determine the points in time where to switch from one parameter to the next (see Step 2 of our optimization scenario).
We will see that it is necessary to estimate the computational cost   of each parameter  to be considered. This
can be done by applying the PLSA to randomly chosen solutions and estimating from the resulting run-times the time
  needed for one PLSA invocation with parameter .
3.2.1 Fixed Number of Iterations Per Parameter (FIP)
In this strategy (FIP), the parameter  is constant for exactly
   iterations. The question is therefore, how many iterations  may be performed per parameter within the time
budget  .
Having the constraint
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case only integer parameters are allowed, it is appropriate to take the
ceiling function (¼
).





 





   

as the number of iterations assigned to each  .
3.2.2 Fixed Amount of Time Per Parameter (FTP)
For the FTP strategy, the points in time where to increase

 are equi-distant and may be simply computed as follows.
Obviously, the time-budget, when equally split between  parameters becomes  
 per parameter. Hence, the

number of iterations  that may be performed using parameter  ,        is restricted by


1
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we obtain  with

   



Thus, we obtain




  




   

as the maximum number of iterations that may be computed
using parameter  in order to stay within the given time budget.
3.3 Dynamic Heating Schemes
Here, we assume that the choice of the parameters is the same
as for the static schemes: Given an interval ¼  ,  parameters are uniformly chosen over ¼ .
3.3.1 Fixed Number of Iterations Per Parameter (FIP)
Here, the next parameter is taken when for a number 
of iterations the quality of the best solution in the solution
candidate set has not improved. As a consequence, for each
parameter a different amount of time may be considered until
the stagnation condition is fulfilled.
3.3.2 Fixed Amount of Time Per Parameter (FTP)
In this case, the next parameter is taken when for
 seconds the quality of the best solution in the solution candidate
set has not improved. As a consequence, for each parameter
a different number of iterations may be considered until the
stagnation condition is fulfilled.

4 Application: Embedded Software Optimization
4.1 Background
To help manage rapidly-escalating complexity in embedded
digital signal processing (DSP) applications, DSP system designers have increasingly been employing high-level, graphical design environments in which system specification is
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Figure 3: A simple SDF graph.
based on hierarchical dataflow graphs [BML96]. Dataflowbased computational models provide block-diagram semantics that are both intuitive to DSP system designers, and efficient from the point of view of embedded software synthesis.
In dataflow, a computational specification is represented as
a directed graph in which vertices (actors) specify computational functions of arbitrary complexity, and edges specify
communication between functions.
A dataflow edge represents a FIFO (first-in-first-out)
queue that buffers data as it passes from the output of one
actor to the input of another. When dataflow graphs are used
to represent signal processing applications, a dataflow edge 
has a non-negative integer delay Æ  associated with it. The
delay of an edge gives the number of initial data values that
are queued on the edge.
Synchronous dataflow (SDF) [LM87] is the simplest and
most popular form of dataflow for DSP. The SDF model imposes the restriction that the number of data values produced
by an actor onto each output edge is constant, and similarly,
the number of data values consumed by an actor from each
input edge is constant.
A simple example of an SDF graph is shown in Figure 3.
Each edge is annotated with the number of tokens produced
by the source actor and the number consumed by the sink
actor. The “8D” below edge    denotes a delay of magnitude 8.
A periodic schedule for an SDF graph is a schedule that
invokes each actor at least once, does not deadlock, and produces no net change in the number of tokens queued on each
edge. An SDF graph is compiled by encapsulating the code
for a period schedule within an infinite loop. Given an SDF
graph, the minimum number of times   required to invoke
each actor  in a periodic schedule can be determined using
an efficient algorithm [LM87]. For example, for Figure 3,
we have               .
A software synthesis tool generates application programs
by piecing together code modules from a predefined library
of software building blocks. These code modules are defined
as specifications in the target language of the synthesis tool.
To avoid subroutine overhead, many SDF-based design systems use a model of synthesis called inline threading. Given
an SDF representation of a block-diagram program specification, an inline threading tool begins by constructing a periodic
schedule. The synthesis tool then steps through the schedule
and for each actor instance  that it encounters, it inserts the
associated code module  from the given library. The sequence of code modules and subroutine calls that is generated
from a dataflow graph is processed by a buffer management
phase that inserts the necessary target program statements to
route data appropriately between actors.

The scheduling phase has a large impact on the memory
requirement of the final implementation. The key components of this memory requirement are the code size cost (the
sum of the code sizes of all inlined modules, and of all interactor looping constructs), and the buffering cost (the amount
of memory allocated to accommodate inter-actor data transfers). Even for a simple SDF graph, the underlying range
of trade-offs may be very complex. For example, consider
the SDF graph in Figure 3. Two possible periodic schedules for this graph are        , and  
   . Here, a parenthesized term (schedule loop) of
the form        specifies the successive repetition 
times of the subschedule       . A schedule that contains zero or more schedule loops is called a looped schedule,
and a schedule that contains exactly zero schedule loops is
called a flat schedule (thus, a flat schedule is a looped schedule, but not vice-versa). Two looped schedules are sequenceequivalent if they represent the same sequence of actor in ,
vocations. For example, the looped schedules
 , and  are all sequence-equivalent.
The code size costs for schedules  and  can be expressed, respectively, as              , and
            , where  denotes the processordependent, code size overhead of a software looping construct, and   denotes the program memory cost of the library code module for an actor . The code size of schedule
 is larger because it contains more “actor appearances” than
schedule  (e.g., actor  appears twice in  vs. only once
in  ), and  also contains more schedule loops (2 vs. 1).
The buffering cost of a schedule is computed as the sum over
all edges  of the maximum number of buffered (produced,
but not yet consumed) tokens that coexist on  throughout execution of the schedule. Thus, the buffering costs of  and
 are 11 and 19, respectively. The memory cost of a schedule
is the sum of its code size and buffering costs. Thus, depending on the relative magnitudes of   ,   ,    and  ,
either  or  may have lower memory cost.
4.2 Memory Cost Minimization Problem (MCMP)
The memory cost minimization problem (MCMP) is the problem of computing a looped schedule that minimizes the memory cost for a given SDF graph, and a given set of actor and
loop code sizes.
It has been shown that the problem of constructing a
schedule that minimizes the buffering cost over all periodic
schedules is NP-complete [BML96]. This result is easily
adapted to establish intractability of the memory cost minimization problem. A related problem is the schedule looping problem, which is the problem of deriving a minimum
code size, sequence-equivalent looped schedule from a given
flat schedule. This problem, unlike the MCMP, is tractable,
and can be solved using an    algorithm called CDPPO
(code size dynamic programming post optimization), where
 is the schedule length [BML95]. As we will explain in
Section 4.3.2, the CDPPO algorithm can be formulated nat-

urally as a PLSA with a single parameter such that accuracy
and run-time both increase monotonically with the parameter
value.
Note that since the output schedule is sequence-equivalent
to the input schedule, CDPPO does not change the buffering
cost—only the code size cost may change—and in general,
the code size cost is reduced or stays the same (usually a significant reduction is observed [BML95]). CDPPO can thus
be employed as a local search algorithm within any global
search algorithm that operates at the level of flat schedules.
In the context of multi-objective (Pareto front computation)
data memory, code size, and execution time optimization,
we have, in this manner, combined CDPPO with an evolutionary algorithm [ZTB99, ZTB00]. However, in this previous work, we uniformly applied the “full-strength” (maximum accuracy/maximum run-time) form of CDPPO, and as
conventionally done with local search techniques, did not
explore application of its PLSA form. Our objective with
CDPPO in this work is very different: we seek to understand
the effectiveness of its PLSA formulation, and the manner in
which the associated monotonic accuracy/run-time trade-off
should be managed during optimization. Thus, since multiobjective optimization scenarios involve more complex (nonmonotonic) relationships between the CDPPO PLSA parameter and the associated optimization objective, we focus on
a one-dimensional objective function (memory cost) in this
work. A useful direction for further study is the exploration
of PLSAs in the context of multi-objective optimization.
4.3 Implementation
To tackle the MCMP we use a GSA/PLSA hybrid as discussed in Section 2 where an evolutionary algorithm is the
GSA and CDPPO is the PLSA. Our implementation is a
“lean” version of the one presented in [ZTB99, ZTB00].
Here, a simpler encoding (only the schedule is represented)
and another fitness function (single instead of multiple objectives) are considered.
In the following, the evolutionary algorithm and the parameterized CDPPO are sketched. Details can be found in
[ZTB00].
4.3.1 GSA: Evolutionary Algorithm
Each solution is encoded by an integer vector which represents the corresponding schedule, i.e., the order of actor firings. Its length is fixed because the number of firings for each
actor is known a priori (repetition vector). The decoding process which takes place in the local search/evaluation phase
(Step 3 of the general algorithm on page 2) is as follows:
first a repair procedure is invoked which transforms the
encoded actor firing sequence into a valid flat schedule,
then the parameterized CDPPO is applied to the resulting flat schedule in order to compute a (sub)optimal
looping, and

afterwards the data requirement (buffering cost)  
and the program requirement (code size cost)   of
the software implementation represented by the looped
schedule are calculated based on a certain processor
model.
Finally, both   and   are normalized (the minimum
and maximum values   and   respectively   and
  for the distinct objectives can be determined beforehand) and a fitness is assigned to the solution according to
the formula below:





          





Note that the fitness values are to be minimized here.
Concerning the genetic operators, binary tournament selection, order-based uniform crossover and scramble sublist
mutation [Dav91] are used. Moreover, a simple elitism mechanism is incorporated which ensures that the best solution in
the population always survives. The interested reader is referred to [ZTB99] for further information.
4.3.2 PLSA: Parameterized CDPPO
The (“unparameterized”) CDPPO algorithm was first proposed in [BML95]. CDPPO computes an optimal parenthesization in a bottom-up fashion, which is analogous to
dynamic programming techniques for matrix-chain multipli
 !  and
cation [CLR92]. Given, an SDF graph
an actor invocation sequence (flat schedule) "  "      " ,
where each "  , CDPPO first examines all 2-invocation
sub-chains "  "  "  "      "   "  to determine an
optimally-compact looping structure (subschedule) for each
of these sub-chains. For a 2-invocation sub-chain "  " ,
the most compact subschedule is easily determined: if " 
" , then "  is the most compact subschedule, otherwise the original (unmodified) subschedule " " is the most
compact. After the optimal 2-node subschedules are computed in this manner, these subschedules are used to determine optimal 3-node subschedules (optimal looping structures for subschedules of the form "  "  " ; the 2- and
3-node subschedules are then used to determine optimal 4node subschedules, and so on until the -node optimal subschedule is computed, which gives a minimum code size implementation of the input invocation sequence "  "      " .
Further details on CDPPO can be found in [ZTB00].
Due to its high complexity, CDPPO can require significant
computational resources for a single application — e.g., we
have commonly observed run-times on the order of 30-40 seconds for practical applications. In the context of global search
techniques, such performance can greatly limit the number
of neighborhoods (flat schedules) in the search space that are
sampled. To address this limitation, however, a simple and effective parameterization emerges: we simply set a threshold
 on the maximum sub-chain (subschedule) size that optimization is attempted on. This threshold becomes the param-

eter of the resulting parameterized CDPPO (PCDPPO) algorithm. Thus, PCDPPO operates as CDPPO does, except that
the subschedule optimization process stops after all optimal
 -node subschedules have been completed. Consequently,
looping structures are exploited only within actor invocation
subsequences having length less than or equal to  . Repetitive firing sequences that span more than  actor invocations
remain “unlooped.”
In summary PCDPPO is a parameterized adaptation of
CDPPO for addressing the schedule looping problem. The
run-time and accuracy of PCDPPO are both monotonically
nondecreasing functions of the algorithm “threshold” parameter  . In the context of the memory minimization problem,
PCDPPO is a genuine PLSA.

5 Experiments
5.1 Methodology
In order to investigate the efficiency of the proposed simulated heating approach, we evaluated its performance on
a complex, real-life application benchmark, which we refer
to as the CD2DAT benchmark. This benchmark performs a
sample-rate conversion from a compact disk (CD) player output (44.1 kHz) to to a digital audio tape (DAT) input (48 kHz).
Due to the extensive multirate processing involved, this application requires over 600 actor invocations per flat schedule, and consequently, the quartic complexity of the original (full-strength) CDPPO becomes heavily cumbersome
for probabilistic global search techniques. The CD2DAT
application has been used extensively as a benchmark to
evaluate SDF-based software optimization techniques (e.g.,
see [BML96, BML99]). For details on sample-rate conversion, and for further details on the complex, SDF structure
of the CD2DAT benchmark, we refer the reader to [Vai93],
and [BML99], respectively.
We considered five types of parameter adaptation for the
CD2DAT application:
PC:

 constant over the entire optimization run,

SI: static heating with fixed number of iterations (FIP),
ST: static heating with fixed amount of time (FTP),
DI: dynamic heating with fixed number of iterations (FIP),
DT: dynamic heating with fixed amount of time (FTP).
For the first type, five different values for  (uniformly distributed over ) were tested:       .3 In the
case of static and dynamic heating, we varied the parameter
interval ¼ : one time ¼ was set to    , another time a
smaller interval ¼     was taken; however, independent of ¼ , the number of parameters considered was   .
Altogether, this resulted in  different adaptation schemes.
3 For

the CD2DAT example,  is
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Table 1: Fitness values of the best solutions found by the
different heating schemes in five optimization runs.
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Table 2: Iterations performed per parameter value for nine
heating schemes. Concerning DI and DT, the numbers are
related to a single optimization run; for the other four runs
they look slightly different.
quality of
best solution

For each of the schemes, five optimization runs were performed on a Sun ULTRA 60 using a time budget
 of
hours. To avoid random effects, all schemes were tested on
the same set of initial populations. Concerning the parameters of the evolutionary algorithm, the values from [ZTB99]
were taken:
population size
crossover rate 
mutation rate 

:
:
:

100
0.8
0.1

Finally,  was set to  iterations for DI and  to 
seconds for DT. Both parameters were chosen rather based on
intuition than on experimental results.
5.2 Comparison of Different Heating Schemes
The results which make up Table 1 indicate that the choice of
the parameter  does affect the outcome of the optimization
process.
When keeping  constant, obviously smaller  values ( ,
) lead to better solutions than greater values ( ,
,
 ). This is due to the larger number of iterations that can be
performed for low complexities   (cf. Table 2). It seems
that there is a point from which increasing  decreases the
performance of the hybrid algorithm. As illustrated in Figure 4, continuously increasing  starting from     also
increases the accuracy   of the PLSA and therefore the
effectiveness of the overall algorithm. However, when a certain run-time complexity    of the PLSA is reached, the
benefit of higher accuracy may be outweighed by the disadvantage that the number of iterations which can be explored
is smaller. As a consequence, values greater than  may
reduce the overall performance as the number of iterations is
too low. Nevertheless, to review this assumption several 
values must be compared for a larger number of runs and for
different applications. This is the subject of further work.
Comparing the simulated heating approach for ¼ 
    with the conventional method PC, the adaptation
schemes ST, DI, and DT provide better results than each of
the PC variants considered. Only with SI, for which the number of iterations per parameter value was fixed, the quality

p
p
min

p
opt

Figure 4: Relationship between the value for
come of the optimization process.

p
max

 and the out-

of the outcomes is slightly worse than the one achieved by
PC with   and   ; the performance is similar to
PC with    . Taking a look at Table 2, the low number
of iterations performed for the parameter values   and
   may be an explanation for this phenomenon. In the
case of ST, DI, and DT much more computational resources
are alloted to these two parameter values.
The observation that the parameter range ¼    
appears to be more promising than the entire range of permissible  values leads to the question whether the heating
schemes can do better when using this reduced range. As can
be seen in Table 1, this is the case. The outcomes could be improved significantly and all heating schemes outperform the
different PC schemes under consideration. On average, the
fitness of the best solution found by ST and DT is smaller by
more than  in comparison to PC.
Among the heating schemes, the FTP variants ST and DT
using a fixed amount of time per parameter value seem to
have advantages over the FIP versions SI and DI. However,
a thorough investigation is necessary to substantiate this assumption. The same holds for the comparison of static and
dynamic heating schedules. The latter approach appears to
achieve slightly better performance, although these preliminary experiments do not allow to arrive at a final conclusion.
Nevertheless, taking the fact into account that the setting of
 and  was not studied systematically here, there may
be room for improvement with regard to the dynamic heating

heating scheme
type
 / ¼
PC
SI
ST
DI
DT

population size

schemes.

was considered, we are encouraged from the significant and
consistent performance improvement observed, and the high
complexity (over 600 actor invocations within the schedule)
of the application that we considered. Numerous useful directions for further investigation emerge from our study. These
include evaluating the impact on other application systems
in embedded software implementation, exploring the applicability to other important optimization problems that incorporate PLSA subsystems, and developing alternative heating
schemes (e.g., exponential functions as with simulated annealing).

5.3 Influence of the Population Size

Acknowledgments

For the experiments presented in Section 5.2 a population size
of  was used. In order to study the effects of the population size on the evolution process, also runs with smaller
(  ) and larger (  ) populations were performed
for five of the nine parameter adaptation schemes.
optimization runs are shown in
The outcomes of the
Table 3. For PC (  ) and SI (¼     ) smaller
population sizes seem to be preferable; the larger number of
  may be an exiterations which can be explored for
planation for the better performance. In contrast, the heating
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Table 3: Outcomes achieved using three different population
sizes. Per optimization run, the corresponding number gives
the fitness value of the best solution found.

6 Conclusions
This paper has motivated the importance of carefully
managing the run-time/accuracy trade-offs associated with
GSA/PLSA (global search/parameterized local search) hybrid algorithms, and has introduced a novel framework of
simulated heating for this purpose. We have developed both
static and dynamic trade-off management strategies for our
simulated heating framework, and have evaluated these techniques on a complex, practical optimization problem related
to embedded software implementation. Preliminary, proofof-principle results, indicate that our approach is promising. Although our experiments have considered only a limited number of runs and only a single application (CD2DAT)
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